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Abstract: Accurate measurement of underwater topography in the coastal zone is essential for
human marine activities, and the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) presents a completely new solution.
However, underwater topography detection using a single SAR image is vulnerable to the interference
of sea state and sensor noise, which reduces the detection accuracy. A new underwater topography
detection method based on multi-source SAR (MSSTD) was proposed in this study to improve the
detection precision. GF-3, Sentinel-1, ALOS PALSAR, and ENVISAT ASAR data were used to verify
the sea area of Dazhou Island. The detection result was in good agreement with the chart data (MAE
of 2.9 m and correlation coefficient of 0.93), and the detection accuracy was improved over that of a
single SAR image. GF-3 image with 3 m spatial resolution performed best in bathymetry among the
four SAR images. Additionally, the resolution of the SAR image had greater influence on bathymetry
compared with polarization and radar band. The ability of MSSTD has been proved in our work.
Collaborative multi-source satellite observation is a feasible and effective scheme in marine research,
but its application potential in underwater topography detection still requires further exploration.

Keywords: shallow sea topography; multi-source SAR; the linear dispersion relation; satellite bathymetry

1. Introduction

As a basic element of the marine environment, shallow sea topography is an essential
parameter in marine economic construction, military activities, and marine scientific re-
search. The coastal zone is the most frequent area of human marine activity, and accurate
measurement of underwater topography is critical for coastal zone construction and ecolog-
ical protection. Remote sensing can work continuously, and in large areas, it can observe
the ocean surface with the advantages of high timeliness and high economy compared with
the traditional multi-beam measurement by ships, which provides a new solution for the
detection of underwater topography.

The linear dispersion relation describes the interaction between waves and bottom
topography in the shallow sea and can establish a direct relationship between wavelength,
wave frequency, and water depth. Research on remote sensing bathymetry based on the
linear dispersion relation began in the 1990s [1,2]. It is an indirect bathymetric method that
requires first acquiring wave information from remote sensing images and then calculating
water depth using the linear dispersion relation. As a result, bathymetry accuracy is
determined by wavelength and wave frequency. Common bathymetry approaches using
optical or SAR images rely on a mass of initial water depths. However, initial water
depths are difficult to obtain in some area, which limits the application of remote sensing
bathymetry [3,4]. The bathymetric method used in this paper is based on the linear
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dispersion relation, and it only requires a few initial water depths to acquire the entire
topography covered by remote sensing images.

SAR is the main satellite for ocean wave observation, and the operational application
has been mature. For example, ENVISAT ASAR, Sentinel-1, and GF-3 satellites were
equipped with wave imaging modes, and many researchers had used these SAR data for
ocean wave study [5–8]. The key to detecting underwater topography based on linear
dispersion relation is to extract waves. Bian et al. [9] used numerical simulation to quantify
the sensitivity of the bathymetry model to input parameters such as wavelength, wave
period, and initial water depth. As a result, wavelength and wave period have a significant
impact on bathymetry. Waves can be extracted from SAR images using common spectral
analysis methods such as the fast Fourier transform, and wavelet transform. Previous
researches demonstrated that FFT can stably derive wavelength and wave direction [10,11].
A series of SAR shallow sea topography detection studies had been carried out, and
the SAR data used included TerraSAR-X (X-band) of Germany, ERS-2 and Sentinel-1
(C-band) of ESA, RADARSAT-2 (C-band) of Canada, ALOS-1 and ALOS-2 (L-band) of
Japan, GF-3 (C-band), HJ-1C (S-band) of China, RISAT-1 (C-band) of India and COSMO-
SkyMed (X-band) of Italy, etc. Most of these studies only used a single SAR image for
topography detection [12–18]. The accuracy of topography detection with a single SAR
image was usually low due to unfavorable sea conditions and sensor noise. In particular,
the bathymetric point cannot densely cover the study area when the wave scale is large,
resulting in the inability to obtain high-resolution shallow sea topography [16].

In this paper, a new approach based on multi-source SAR topography detection
(MSSTD) was proposed to compensate for the shortcoming of topography detection using
a single SAR image and improve detected accuracy. It can achieve dense coverage of the
study area with bathymetric points and then generate high-precision topographic maps by
integrating valid bathymetric depths from multi-sources SAR data. GF-3, Sentinel-1, ALOS
PALSAR, and ENVISAT ASAR were used to verify the feasibility of MSSTD near Dazhou
Island, Hainan Province, China, and the result revealed that this method can effectively
improve the topographic detection accuracy. Section 2 introduced the linear wave theory
and the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The study area, SAR data and reference depth data
were described in Section 3. Section 4 is the experiment of underwater topography detection
based on MSSTD. The main results were analyzed and discussed in Sections 5 and 6, and
finally summarized in Section 7.

2. Methods
2.1. The Linear Wave Theory

The linear wave theory describes the propagation of ocean waves in moderately deep
or shallow water. If the water depth is less than half the wavelength, the wave is in shallow
water, at which point the surface wave perceives the bottom topography and is in turn
shoaled and refracted. If a long sea wave propagates into shallow water, the wave is
decelerated. This results in wavelength shortening. The wave height increases due to
energy conservation. These two effects increase the steepness of the wave. The deceleration
process coupled with the abovementioned increase in the wave height and steepness is
referred to as the wave shoaling theory. If the crest of a wave is not aligned with the contour
line of the bottom topography, wave refraction occurs at a certain angle between the wave
direction and the contour line. For example, part of the wave near the beach propagates in
shallow water and slows down more than part way from the beach.

The sea surface wave height is usually small in the shallow sea. The nonlinear process
on the sea surface can be ignored, and the propagation mechanism of the sea surface wave
on the surface of the uniform fluid layer can be simplified to a linear relation when the
wavelength is much larger than its motion amplitude. In Equation (1), the linear dispersion
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relation describes the relation between wave and water depth. In particular, it can be used
to calculate water depth when the wave is in shallow water (d < L/2) [19].

ω2 = gktan h(kd) (1)

where ω is the wave frequency (ω = 2π/T, T is wave period), g = 9.8 m/s2 is the gravity
acceleration, k is the wave number (k = 2π/L, L is wavelength), and d is water depth.

The wavelength can be expressed as:

L =
2πg
ω2 tan h

(
2πd

L

)
(2)

The effect of bottom topography to wave propagation can be negligible in deep water
(d > L/2). Therefore, the wavelength in deep water is very stable. Meanwhile, the
value of 2πd/L is large, and the value of tan h(2πd/L) is close to 1. Equation (2) can be
simplified as [20]:

L = 2πg/ω2 (3)

The wave period in the deep water can described as:

Tdeep =
√

2πL/g (4)

Wave period can be considered as a stable value when waves propagate from deep
water to shallow water. According to Equation (4), wavelength is the only variable of
calculating wave period in deep water, so the wave period of the study area can be estimated
by the wavelength in deep water [2].

Wave period can also be derived in shallow water by the linear dispersion relation,
but it requires extra reference to water depth. Substituting wavelength and reference
water depth into Equation (1) and wave period in shallow water can be expressed as the
Equation (5):

Tshallow =

√
2πL/

(
gtanh

(
2πdr

L

))
(5)

where dr is the reference water depth. Finally, water depth can be described as:

d =
L

2π
arctanh

(
ω2L
2πg

)
(6)

2.2. Wave Retrieval by FFT

The wavelength and wave direction of the main wave in a certain range can be
extracted by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) when the waves appear as distinct regular
patterns in the SAR images. The FFT is useful for obtaining regular periodicity in images
because it decomposes the function into constituent frequency components in the spatial
domain. The sub-images can be converted into 2D spectrograms by FFT. The peaks in the
2D spectra indicate the wavelength and wave direction of the main waves. The wavelength
and wave direction can be estimated by the following equations [21–23]:

L =
2π√

k2
x + k2

y

(7)

ϕ = arctan
(

ky

kx

)
(8)

where L, ϕ are the wavelength and wave direction of the sub-image. kx, ky are the peak
coordinates in the wave number space, respectively. The wave direction may have a 180◦

ambiguity due to the static nature of the SAR image. In coastal areas where wave shoaling
and refraction appear, the ambiguity problem can be solved after manual inspection [12].
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3. Study Area and Data
3.1. Dazhou Island

The study area in this paper is the sea area near Dazhou Island, located in the southeast
Hainan Province, China, with a total area of 70 square kilometers, including a land area of
4.46 square kilometers. It is the largest island in Hainan Province. The island is abundant
in plant and wildlife resources and is the unique habitat of swiftlets in China. Dazhou
Island has been recognized as a national marine ecological nature reserve, which is of
considerable protective value. The water depth near the island is shallow, making it
difficult for ships to enter, and the traditional measurement methods may cause damage
to the ecological environment. Therefore, topography detection using the remote sensing
method is worthwhile for environmental protection in Dazhou Island.

The water depth is shallow around Dazhou Island and the maximum water depth does
not exceed 100 m. The wave dissipation effect of the bottom topography is small. There
are existing strong swells all year, which is suitable for the topography detection method
based on the linear dispersion relation. Furthermore, many SAR satellites cover this region,
providing ample remote sensing data. Figure 1 shows the location of Dazhou Island.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the study area, the detection area is the right figure. The left figure
was produced from ArcGIS 10.2, and the right figure was produced from Google Earth.

3.2. SAR Data

Four images with distinct wave patterns were chosen. Table 1 shows the details of
four SAR images. The GF-3 data (18 October 2019) were generated using HH-polarized,
ultra-fine strip mode (UFS) with a spatial resolution of 3 m and the level was L2. This
data had been geometrically corrected, geocoded, and resampled, and no additional pre-
processing was required. Sentinel-1 data was interferometric wide (IW) mode, imaged
on 24 November 2018, with VV-polarized and VH-polarized. The spatial resolution was
10 m. We only used VV-polarized image for shallow sea topography detection, since the
VH-polarized mode was insensitive to ocean waves. ALOS PALSAR (Fine Resolution
Mode, Dual polarization (FBD), 22 September 2007) data and ENVISAT ASAR (Alternating
Polarization (AP) mode, 13 March 2012) data had the same spatial resolution of 12.5 m after
pre-processes. We all selected HH-polarized images. Figure 2 displays the original images
and the clipped images of the study area. The wave patterns were visible in all four images.

Table 1. The parameters of the four satellites.

Satellite GF-3 Sentinel-1 ALOS PALSAR ENVISAT ASAR

Imaging Time 18 October 2019 24 November 2018 22 September 2007 13 March 2012
Band C C L C

Imaging Mode UFS IW FBD AP
Polarization HH VV HH HH

Pixel Resolution (m) 3 10 12.5 12.5
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ing clipped images were shown as (e–h).

3.3. Reference Water Depth

In this study, the reference water depth served two functions: (1) providing the initial
depth for the wave period calculation; and (2) providing the comparison for the retrieved
water depth from the SAR image. Global Multi-Resolution Topography (GMRT) grid
data and chart data were selected as the reference water depth. GMRT synthesis is a
multi-resolution compilation of edited multibeam sonar data collected by scientists and
institutions worldwide, that is reviewed, processed, and gridded by the MGDS Team and
merged into a single continuously updated compilation of global elevation data with the
resolution of 100 m [24]. The GMRT grid data and the chart data can be download from the
website www.gmrt.org and http://map.enclive.cn (accessed on 8 August 2022). Figure 3
showed the water depth of chart data. We acquired a total of 561 water depth points in the
study area.
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4. Experiment of Underwater Topography Detection Based on MSSTD

The main steps of the experiment of underwater topography detection based on
MSSTD are: (1) estimation of wave period, (2) wave retrieval, (3) calculation of water depth,
(4) filtering of valid water depth and topographic synthesis. For the concise presentation, the
four SAR satellites mentioned below were GF-3, Sentinel-1, ALOS PALSAR, and ENVISAT
ASAR, in that order, and will not be described separately.

4.1. Estimation of Wave Period

The imaging time and corresponding wave periods of the four SAR images are dif-
ferent. Four sub-regions far from the shore and with obvious wave patterns were chosen
to estimate the wave period of each SAR image, the locations of sub-regions were noted
in Figure 4 The sizes of the sub-region were set to 512 × 512 pixels for GF-3 image, and
128 × 128 pixels for the others SAR images. The FFT was performed on each sub-image to
find the location of the peaks in the spectrum. Then the wavelength and wave direction
were calculated according to Equations (7) and (8). In this paper, the reference direction
was a positive-west direction, clockwise for positive directions and counterclockwise for
negative directions. The wave period can be calculated by substituting the wavelength and
the reference water depth into Equation (5). Then we averaged the wave periods of each
sub-region as the wave period of the study area. Table 2 displays the wave parameters of
various sub-regions. The result of sub-region 4 (ALOS PALSAR) was filtered out because
of the unreasonable wavelength (1600 m). The final wave periods of the four images were
8.65 s, 10.13 s, 8.78 s, and 10.52 s, respectively.
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Table 2. The wave parameters and reference water depths of sub-regions.

Image Sub-Region Wavelength (m) Wave Direction (degree) Reference Water Depth (m) Wave Period (s)

GF-3

1 111.24 −8.97 30.35 8.72
2 113.77 −17.35 34.20 8.74
3 105.49 −15.95 41.36 8.28
4 122.30 −9.46 68.41 8.86
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Table 2. Cont.

Image Sub-Region Wavelength (m) Wave Direction (degree) Reference Water Depth (m) Wave Period (s)

Sentinel-1

1 141.35 −6.34 28.59 10.3
2 158.76 7.13 30.96 11
3 141.35 6.34 45.59 9.69
4 141.35 6.34 73.39 9.53

ALOS
PALSAR

1 117.63 −17.1 28.88 9.09
2 88.75 −19.44 31.07 7.64
3 136.70 −19.98 39.73 9.61
4 1600 −90 75.32 -

ENVISAT
ASAR

1 155.41 −29.05 28.68 11.02
2 155.41 −29.05 31.09 10.83
3 126.49 −18.43 41.32 9.16
4 187.27 −20.56 68.93 11.07

4.2. Wave Retrieval

Wavelength estimation is a critical step in calculating water depth using the linear
dispersion relation. A small change in wavelength can result in a large change in water
depth [25]. The FFT sizes of 64 × 64, 128 × 128, 256 × 256 and 512 × 512 pixels were set to
estimate wave parameters and the results revealed that the bathymetry method performed
best when the FFT size of GF-3 was 256 × 256 pixels and the others were 64 × 64 pixels.

In this paper, a grid model was adopted to retrieve waves. The wave tracking is
not ideal when there are large scale wavelengths, and the grid model can retrieve the
wavelengths uniformly across the entire study area [16]. The grid interval for the GF-3
image was set to 20 pixels (60 m) with a grid size of 205 × 232, and the grid interval for the
Sentinel-1 image was set to 6 pixels (60 m) with a grid size of 197 × 236. The grid intervals
for the ENVISAT ASAR image and the ALOS PALSAR image were set to 5 pixels (62.5 m)
with a grid size of 182 × 209 and 184 × 222, respectively.

In this paper, we did not consider cut-off wavelength since the waves were propagating
roughly along the SAR range direction in the four SAR images. According to the nature
of linear dispersion relation, one wave period corresponds to one wavelength maximum,

i.e., Lmax = gT2

2π . The Lmax corresponding to the four SAR images were 116.43 m, 160.05 m,
120.24 m, and 172.61 m in order, which can constrain the wavelength calculation and avoid
large-scale waves. Gridded wavelength estimation was performed on four images, and
then the original estimation results were filtered using Lmax to obtain wavelengths that can
be used for bathymetry. The wavelength results were shown in Figure 5. The estimation
result of GF-3 was significantly better than the other three images, with few blank areas
except for land. The blank area mainly existed west of Dazhou Island, and it was explained
in Figure 2e that the wave patterns in this area were invisible. This phenomenon occurred
in all four images. The waves were refracted or diffracted when propagating to the island,
causing inconspicuous waves in the west area of Dazhou Island. The Sentinal-1 wavelength
result showed some large blank areas around Dazhou Island, particularly in the southwest.
We can discover that there were also some large-scale streaks (see Figure 2f), which led to
a large error in the wavelength calculation. In addition, the wavelength results of ALOS
PALSAR and ENVISAT ASAR images were worse than the GF-3 image and Sentinel-1. It
was not difficult to notice that the wave patterns of ALOS PALSAR and ENVISAT ASAR
were not as distinct as those of GF-3 and Sentinel-1 in Figure 2.
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4.3. Calculation of Water Depth

The water depth can be deduced from the linear dispersion relation by substituting
wavelength and wave period into Equation (6) when the shallow water condition is satisfied.
The bathymetry results were displayed in the Figure 6. The water depth mainly ranged
from 10 to 30 m.
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The water depth values deduced from different SAR images varied even for the same
location. Not every bathymetric value was accurate, so a preliminary error assessment of
the bathymetric values was necessary. We adopted GMRT grid data to make the preliminary
error assessment. Three indexes were used to evaluate the error of bathymetry, these were:

(1) Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

MAE =
∑n

i=1|di − ri|
n

(9)

(2) Mean Relative Error (MRE)

MRE =
∑n

i=1

∣∣∣ di−ri
di

∣∣∣
n

(10)

(3) Correlation Coefficient (R)

R =
∑n

i=1

(
di − d

)
(ri − r)√

∑n
i=1

(
di − d

)2√
∑n

i=1(ri − r)2
(11)

where di and ri are the detected and reference depths, d and r are the average values of
detected and reference depths, respectively.

Table 3 presented the bathymetry error of four SAR images. The MAEs of four SAR
images were 12.27, 13.19, 11.62, and 9.92 m, with the MREs of 39.54%, 36.27%, 36.11%, and
33.33%, respectively. The error was divided into six parts: less than 10%, 10–20%, 20–30%,
30–40%, 40–50% and greater than 50% (Figure 7). The blue dots indicated that the MRE was
less than 10%, and the red dots indicated that the MRE was greater than 50%. The points
with high bathymetric error were mainly located in the southeastern region of Dazhou
Island. In previous studies [26,27], the water depths were less than 50 m, while Figure 3
showed that the actual water depths in this area were greater than 70 m, posing a challenge
to the bathymetry based on linear wave theory.
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Table 3. The bathymetry error of different images.

Image MAE (m) MRE Number

GF-3 12.27 39.54% 32,788
Sentinel-1 13.19 36.27% 26,422

ALOS PALSAR 11.62 36.11% 11,471
ENVISAT ASAR 9.92 33.33% 16,466

The retrieved water depth with MRE less than 20% was defined as the valid depth.
Figure 8 shows the synthesis of valid depths based on multi-source SAR data. Compared
with the result of a single SAR image, the bathymetry coverage of multi-source SAR is
significantly improved.
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4.4. Filtering of Valid Water Depth

The detection accuracy will be low if the topography is interpolated using only the
bathymetry values from a single SAR image. The location distribution of valid depth points
varied greatly. The large coverage of the study area could be realized by combining the
valid depths from different SAR images.

Table 4 presented the error of valid depth. The MAEs were 3.30, 2.92, 2.40, and 3.37 m
of the four SAR images with the MREs of 13.78%, 11.41%, 10.94%, and 12.40%, respectively.
The number of valid depths was not considered in this section, so the MAE or MRE cannot
be used as the sole indicator to evaluate the quality of bathymetry.

Table 4. Errors of valid depths.

Image MAE (m) MRE Number

GF-3 3.30 13.78% 10,168
Sentinel-1 2.92 11.41% 8738

ALOS PALSAR 2.40 10.94% 3837
ENVISAT ASAR 3.37 12.40% 7549
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5. Results
5.1. Topography from MSSTD

There were few valid depths in the west and southeast of Dazhou Island, so the
chart data was adopted to fill in for this lack of information. Finally, all the valid depths
were subjected to kriging interpolation and two-dimensional low pass filtering to generate
underwater topography (see in the Figure 9). The study area has a minimum water depth
of about 0 m and a maximum water depth of about 90 m. The depth gradually decreases
roughly along the southeast-to-northwest axis. The waters of the near-shore and the west
side of Dazhou Island are shallow, ranging from 0 to 20 m, and the topography changes
slowly. The underwater topographic gradient in the southeast waters of Dazhou Island
is large, with depths increasing rapidly from 20 to 90 m. The variation tendency of the
detected topography and the chart data (see Figure 3) are highly consistent.
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depths. The upper left and center blank areas were land and Dazhou Island, respectively.

5.2. Comparison between Detected Topography and the Chart Depth

Chart depth data was adopted to evaluate the topography result between MSSTD
and different satellites. We only discussed the area with a depth of 0–50 m, since the
error in the southeast (deeper than 50 m) of Dazhou Island was too large (see in Figure 7).
Figure 10 shows the scatter plots of retrieved topography and chart data, where MSSTD
performs better than other satellite with the MAE of 2.90 m, MRE of 14.13%, and correlation
coefficient (R) of 0.92. Wiehle et al. [28] used high-resolution TerraSAR-X images to detect
the topography of the Jersey Island Sea and obtained errors of 6.5, 6.7, and 7.7 m at 10–20,
20–30, and 30–40 m, respectively (compared with GEBCO data). Roeber et al. [14] obtained
water depths of 5–25 m with an error of 2.65 m (compared with measured water depth).
The water depth of the study area is 0–50 m and the error compared to the chart data is
2.9 m. The detection accuracy is significantly better than previous studies, proving that
MSSTD can effectively derive shallow sea topography (0–50 m) with high accuracy. The
topography detection errors of GF-3, Sentinel-1, and ENVISAT ASAR are nearly identical,
but they are all significantly better than ALOS PALSAR.
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6. Discussions
6.1. Influence of Satellite Parameters on Bathymetry

This section analyzed the ability of four different SAR to detect underwater topography.
According to Section 3.2, the grid point numbers of four SAR images were 47,560, 46,492,
38,038, and 40,848, respectively. The bathymetry point numbers were 32,788, 26,422,
11,471, and 16,466, respectively, after eliminating the points on the land or with abnormal
wavelengths. The number of detected water depth points can be equated to the number of
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effective wavelength points under certain wave period conditions. Clear and regular wave
patterns in the SAR image facilitate wavelength extraction. GF-3 had the highest resolution
of 3 m, so it detected the largest number of bathymetry points. Sentinel-1 had a higher
resolution of 10 m than ALOS PALSAR and ENVISAT ASAR (12.5 m), correspondingly
to more bathymetry points. Based on the result in this study, high spatial resolution can
enhance the ability of wave extraction and the accuracy of bathymetry. For a specific
wavelength, the wave extraction ability may not continue to increase when the image
spatial resolution reaches a certain level.

In the perspective of detection error, ENVISAT ASAR had the highest bathymetry
accuracy, followed by ALOS PALSAR, Sentinel-1, and GF-3. The MAE and MRE in Table 3
cannot fully represent the detection accuracy of SAR images. Although the detection error
of GF-3 was the largest among the four SAR images, it also had the largest number of
bathymetry points, almost three times that of ALOS PALSAR. GF-3 had the best detection
ability after the comprehensive comparison. Figure 2g shows that the wave patterns on the
ALOS PALSAR image are not noticeable compared to other images, which contributes to
the lower number of valid depth points.

The SAR image of Sentinel-1 is VV-polarized, and the others are HH-polarized. In
this study, polarization (between HH and VV) did not notably influence the topography
detection. For the detection accuracy, there was little difference between the HH and VV-
polarized of one view SAR image, with the difference smaller than 10% in the Bian et al. [15]
study and the difference smaller than 5% in the Huang et al. [16] study. Higher radar
frequency produces stronger backscatter intensity of the sea surface. However, smaller
radar frequencies produces more distinct contrast on the SAR image, which can contribute
to wave extraction [29]. The band of GF-3 (5.4 GHz), Sentinel-1 (5.4 GHz), and ENVISAT
ASAR (5.3 GHz) is C band, and ALOS PALSAR (1.27 GHz) is L band. There were not
distinct bright and dark stripes on the ALOS PALSAR image (see Figure 2g), which may be
due to the absence of strong swells.

In summary, sensor band and polarization (HH-polarized and VV-polarized) have
little effect on shallow sea bathymetry in this study. In contrast, spatial resolution markedly
impacts the accuracy of bathymetry, and high resolution can improve wave extraction and
thus the accuracy of topography detection.

6.2. Influence of FFT on Bathymetry

MREs of bathymetry when the size of FFT was set to 32 × 32, 64 × 64, 128 × 128,
256 × 256, and 512 × 512 pixels were shown in the Figure 11. The pixel numbers of
Sentinel-1, ALOS PALSAR and ENVISAT ASAR images are 1316 × 1555, 1046 × 1184
and 1056 × 1246, respectively. Many detected points on the image edge would be missed
when the size of FFT was set to 512 × 512 pixels. Therefore, the maximum size of the FFT
for these three images was set to 256 × 256 pixels. GF-3 image performed best when the
size of the FFT was set to 256 × 256 pixels with the MRE of 13.87%. Sentinel-1, ALOS
PALSAR, and ENVISAT ASAR images had the smallest error when the size of the FFT
was set to 64 × 64 pixels with the MREs of 11.41%, 10.94%, and 12.40%, respectively. The
size of the FFT is crucial for wave extraction because the wavelength retrieved by FFT is
the dominant wavelength. The FFT size of the four SAR images was converted to length
units of 768 m × 768 m, 640 m × 640 m, 800 m × 800 m, and 800 m × 800 m, respectively.
The main ranges of retrieved wavelengths for the four images are 80–110 m, 100–130 m,
90–120 m, and 120–160 m, as shown in Figure 5. We discovered that the bathymetry error
was minimized when 5–10 waves were included in the FFT frame. This is consistent with
the research of Shen et al. [30].
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6.3. Sensitivity Analysis of MSSTD to Different Water Depth

In this section, we discussed the sensitivity of MSSTD to the water depth, and the
errors of the four SAR images from a different range of water depths were shown in
Figure 12. GF-3, Sentinel-1 and ALOS PALSAR images all had a minimum detection error
in the water depths of 10–20 m (only 7 water depth points in 50–60 m of Sentinel-1 image,
the sample was too small to analyze). ENVISAT ASAR image performed best in the water
depths of 40–50 m, followed by 10–20 m. In conclusion, MSSTD has the best performance
in the water depths of 10–20 m.
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The MREs of four images were larger in the water depths of 0–10 m. Figure 9 revealed
that the areas with a 0–10 m depth were mainly located in the nearshore and west area of
Dazhou Island. (1) Wave breaking, coastal and offshore currents exist nearshore, (2) tide
correction was not applied to the bathymetry results, and 0–10 m was greatly influenced
by tides, and (3) commonly the area to the west of Dazhou island is shadowed and cannot
be used in bathymetry retrieval. The above all contributed to the large error of MSSTD
in the water depth of 0–10 m. Some water depths (exceeding 50 m) and corresponding
wavelengths retrieved from SAR images (Figure 5) did not satisfy the shallow sea relation
(d < L/2), which may result in the unsatisfactory bathymetry error when the water depth
exceeded 50 m.

Note that the water depths between 20–50 m are consistently underestimated for
all four individual satellites and MSSTD in Figure 10. Based on the nature of the linear
dispersion relation (Equation (1)), both overestimation of wave period and underestimation
of wavelength could result in underestimation of water depth. The depths of the whole
range instead of only 20–50 m should be underestimated if the wave period is overestimated.
It’s more likely to be the underestimation of wavelength or interpolation method that
produces the phenomenon.

6.4. Limitation of MSSTD

MSSTD proposed in this paper is based on linear wave theory that can well describe
the interaction between waves and bottom topography in shallow seas (water depth less
than half of the wavelength). However, this method has some limitations and is “particular”
about the study area and SAR data. First, MSSTD is an indirect bathymetry, which requires
bathymetry from waves, so there must be visible wave patterns in SAR images. Accurate
wavelength and wave period are the prerequisites for bathymetry. Secondly, MSSTD is
only applicable to shallow seas. The interaction between waves and bottom topography is
weak in the deep sea, thus causing unsatisfactory bathymetry error. Wave imaging can be
assumed to be linear in this paper because the waves on the four SAR images propagate
approximately along the SAR range direction. SAR wave imaging is a complex process with
nonlinear velocity clustering effects in the azimuth direction [22]. Particularly, SAR cannot
image waves with wavelengths smaller than cut-off wavelengths in the azimuth direction
due to satellite parameters and sea state. The cut-off wavelength should be considered for
waves propagating along the SAR azimuth direction.

7. Conclusions

In this work, a new shallow sea topography detection model based on multi-source
SAR (MSSTD) was proposed to improve the accuracy of topography detection. The un-
derwater topography around Dazhou Island, Hainan, Province, China was detected using
GF-3, Sentinel-1, ALOS PALSAR, and ENVISAT ASAR data. Compared with the chart data,
the errors of MSSTD were all better than that of a single SAR image, with a MAE of 2.9 m,
MRE of 14.13%, and R of 0.92, respectively. MSSTD can utilize the advantages of different
SAR images to jointly generate a high-precision underwater topography. The detected
results shows the water depth of the study area varies from 0–90 m. In the southeast of
Dazhou Island, the water depth and topographic gradient are deeper and larger, while they
are shallower and smaller in other areas. GF-3 had the best bathymetry among the four
SAR images, and although the MAR and MRE of GF-3 were not the minimum, the valid
depth points of GF-3 were far more than the other three SAR images. In contrast to polariza-
tion and radar band, image resolution had a significant impact on bathymetry. Moreover,
we also analyzed the effect of FFT on bathymetry, and the results showed that MSSTD
performed better when the size of FFT was 5–10 times the wavelength. The sensitivity to
various ranges of water depth was discussed in this paper to investigate the performance of
MSSTD. The model performed best in water depths of 10–20 m, while it struggled with too
shallow (0–10 m) or deeper water depths (>50 m). Although MSSTD is particular about the
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study area and SAR data, it still shows the potential to derive high-precision underwater
topography in some specific areas.

Many countries have launched a series of SAR satellites, providing a mass of data
for ocean research. In the future, more SAR data can be used to study new algorithms to
improve the accuracy of shallow sea topography detection.
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